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Region-Specific Spike-Frequency Acceleration in Layer 5
Pyramidal Neurons Mediated by Kv1 Subunits
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Separation of the cortical sheet into functionally distinct regions is a hallmark of neocortical organization. Cortical circuit function
emerges from afferent and efferent connectivity, local connectivity within the cortical microcircuit, and the intrinsic membrane proper-
ties of neurons that comprise the circuit. While localization of functions to particular cortical areas can be partially accounted for by
regional differences in both long range and local connectivity, it is unknown whether the intrinsic membrane properties of cortical cell
types differ between cortical regions. Here we report the first example of a region-specific firing type in layer 5 pyramidal neurons, and
show that the intrinsic membrane and integrative properties of a discrete subtype of layer 5 pyramidal neurons differ between primary
motor and somatosensory cortices due to region- and cell-type-specific Kv1 subunit expression.
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Introduction
Contemporary understanding of neocortical circuitry emerged
from a dialogue between two views, one emphasizing the local-
ization of particular functions to particular cortical regions and
the other emphasizing similarities shared by all neocortical cir-
cuits (Nelson, 2002; Douglas and Martin, 2004). Circuit activity
arises from complex interactions among afferent inputs, the in-
trinsic properties of the circuit’s cells, and local synaptic connec-
tivity among those cells, and functional differences between cor-
tical regions could emerge from differences in any or all of these
features.

Seminal “rewiring” experiments demonstrated that cortical
circuits are capable of inheriting function from their afferent
inputs (Sur et al., 1988; Metin and Frost, 1989). Furthermore, the
basic properties of neocortical synapses are invariant across re-
gions (Myme et al., 2003). Although these findings support the
idea that neocortical microcircuitry is canonical and can be en-
dowed with function by extrinsic input, there is substantial evi-
dence that fundamental elements of cortical circuits differ be-
tween functionally distinct cortical regions. Primary motor
cortex (M1), for example, lacks a distinct layer 4 (Donoghue and
Wise, 1982) and has a correspondingly elaborated layer 5, while
the adjacent primary somatosensory cortex (S1) exhibits a pro-
nounced layer 4 that is the major recipient of thalamocortical
afferents, and M1 but not S1 is capable of sustaining 10 Hz oscil-

lations both in vivo (Castro-Alamancos, 2000) and in a disinhib-
ited slice preparation (Castro-Alamancos and Tawara-Hirata,
2007; Castro-Alamancos et al., 2007). Additionally, both the syn-
aptic dynamics (Hempel et al., 2000) and intrinsic connectivity
(Wang et al., 2006) of prefrontal cortex are specialized to provide
a substrate for persistent activity, indicating that region-specific
function can be partially due to regional specialization of cortical
microcircuitry. Whether neuronal intrinsic membrane proper-
ties are similarly specialized is unknown.

The catalog of cortical cell types has grown immensely over
the last decade as increasingly refined morphological, physiolog-
ical, and molecular approaches have been brought to bear. Al-
though early anatomical work established that all cortical circuits
are composed of excitatory pyramidal cells and a diverse set of
interneurons, more recent studies demonstrate that a cell type’s
dendritic complexity, spine count (Elston, 2000, 2002; Elston and
DeFelipe, 2002), and spine morphology (Benavides-Piccione et
al., 2002) vary rostrocaudally across the cortical sheet, and recent
attempts to correlate gene expression and electrophysiological
properties suggest that many differences between cell types are
accounted for by differences in voltage-gated potassium channel
expression (Toledo-Rodriguez et al., 2004; Sugino et al., 2006).

These findings strongly suggest that some cellular and subcel-
lular elements of neocortical microcircuitry are region specific,
but an important outstanding question is whether the intrinsic
membrane and integrative properties of a discrete and identified
cell type are regionally specialized. Here, we directly address this
question by characterizing the firing type and intrinsic mem-
brane properties of pyramidal tract-projecting (PT) layer 5 pyra-
midal cells in M1 and S1, two adjacent but functionally divergent
cortical regions. Our results indicate the presence of a unique
cell-type- and region-specific “accelerating” firing type in M1
that is mediated by cell-type- and region-specific Kv1 subunit
expression.
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Materials and Methods
Electrophysiology. All experiments were conducted in accordance with
National Institutes of Health guidelines for animal use and authorized by
the Brandeis University animal use committee. Chemicals were obtained
from Sigma unless otherwise noted. Acute slices were prepared according
to conventional methods as previously described (Hattox and Nelson
2007). Briefly, young adult mice (p23-p30) of the Thy1-YFPH transgenic
line were anesthetized with isoflurane and acute 300 �m coronal slices
containing M1, S1, or both regions were prepared in cold (1–3°C) oxy-
genated artificial CSF (ACSF) containing (in mM): 126 NaCl, 3 KCl, 2
MgSO4, 1 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, with osmolarity adjusted to
�320 mOsm with dextrose. Slices were incubated at 37°C for 30 min and
then allowed to relax to room temperature for at least another 30 min
before recording. During recordings, slices were continuously perfused
with 33–35°C ACSF supplemented with 50 �M 2-amino-5-
phosphonovaleric acid (AP-V) and 20 �M 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-
dione (DNQX) to block glutamatergic synaptic transmission, and either
20 �M bicuculline methobromide or 50 �M picrotoxin to block GABAA

receptors. Tetrodotoxin (TTX, 2 �M), ZD7288 (100 �M, Tocris), nifedi-
pine (30 –50 �m), and NiCl2 (100 �M) were added to the recording ACSF
during voltage-clamp experiments to block fast sodium, IH, and voltage-
gated calcium currents, respectively. DTX-I (50 –100 nM), MTX (10 –15
nM), and TiTX (25–35 nM), all obtained from Alomone Labs, were bath
applied to isolate Kv1 currents. Cells were identified as YFPH or PT
under epifluorescence and whole-cell recordings were obtained with vi-
sual guidance under IR-DIC illumination. The boundary between M1
and S1 was readily identified in slices according to the criteria of Franklin
and Paxinos (2003) and specifically by (1) the characteristically thicker
layer 5 in M1 apparent in both YFPH and animals injected with retro-
grade tracer and (2) the presence of barrels in S1. Distinguishing between
M1 and M2 was more difficult, and although most motor cortex record-
ings were obtained from M1 cells, biocytin staining revealed that a small
number were obtained from the M1/M2 border. Because data from these
cells were identical to those from M1, they were pooled together. Record-
ing pipettes with a tip resistance of 3– 6 M� were filled with an internal
solution containing (in mM): 100 K-gluconate, 20 KCl, 10 HEPES, 4
Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 10 Na-phosphocreatine, and 0.25% biocytin, ad-
justed to �295 mOsm with sucrose. All recordings were amplified by an
Axoclamp 700A amplifier (Molecular Devices), digitized at 10 kHz, and
collected using custom software written in IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics).
Series resistance was measured at the beginning of every sweep and main-
tained below 20 M� for all cells reported here. In voltage-clamp record-
ings, series resistance was compensated up to 75% and recordings were
adjusted post hoc for the measured junction potential of �11 mV. In
current-clamp recordings, the resting membrane potential at the begin-
ning of each sweep was set to �70 mV with DC current injection to
prevent substantial inactivation of voltage-gated currents. Cells were ex-
cluded if their input resistance, resting membrane potential, or the access
resistance changed by �20% during a recording.

Electrophysiology analysis. Analyses of current- and voltage-clamp re-
cordings were conducted off-line using custom IGOR Pro software. ISI
ratio was measured as the second/last ISI in a 1 s spike train and was in
some cases normalized to the maximum ISI in that train to account for
differences in absolute firing rate. Only current injections within the
linear region of each cell’s FI curve (typically 5–25 Hz) were considered.
Resting input resistance was measured in current clamp with a 400 ms
25–50 pA hyperpolarizing current pulse delivered before every sweep and
in voltage clamp with a 400 ms 5 mV hyperpolarizing step, and resting
membrane potential was measured at the beginning of recording and
approximately every 10 min thereafter. Spike width was measured as the
width of the action potential at half-height. Toxin-sensitive currents were
obtained by subtraction, and their amplitude was measured at 200 ms
after stimulus onset.

Morphological/anatomical analysis. Slices containing recorded cells
were fixed from 2 to 14 d in cold (4°C) buffered 4% paraformaldehyde.
Biocytin was visualized by 1 h incubation with 1:500 AvidinD-TxRed or
AvidinD-Fluorescein (Vector Laboratories) in 0.5% Triton X-100 after
permeabilizing the membrane with 1% Triton X-100 for 45 min and

rinsing 3 times for 10 min each in PBS. Stained cells were examined on a
dissecting microscope equipped with epifluorescence and their somal
locations recorded with respect to regional boundaries, and were imaged
on a confocal microscope with a 63� objective to confirm the presence of
YFP or retrograde label, and in some cases to perform morphometric
measurements described previously (Hattox and Nelson 2007).

Histology. In preliminary experiments to assess the overlap between
YFPH and PT populations, fluorescent microspheres (Lumafluor) were
deposited via pressure injection in the pyramidal decussation of p23-p28
Thy1-YFPH mice. Surgical procedures were as previously described
(Hattox and Nelson 2007). Briefly, mice were anesthetized with ket-
amine/xylazine/acepromazine (70, 3.5, and 0.7 mg/kg), mounted on a
stereotaxic frame, and the pons just ventral to the cerebellum was ex-
posed by retracting the neck muscles. Glass micropipettes loaded with
rhodamine microspheres and broken to a tip diameter of 30 –50 �m were
lowered through the pons to the pyramidal tract. Forty-eight to sixty-two
hours after tracer injection, mice were anesthetized and their brains fixed
overnight in cold (4°C) buffered 4% paraformaldehyde. 50 �m coronal
slices containing M1 and S1 were cut on a vibratome and imaged with a
50� objective on a confocal microscope. M1 and S1 were distinguished
by the presence of a thicker layer 5 in M1. Cells were considered to be
double labeled if the somal volume identified in the YFP signal subsumed
the volume containing the microspheres. The resulting degree of overlap
is likely to be an underestimate since not all axons exposed to the retro-
grade tracer will pick up and transport it.

Immunocytochemistry. Thy1-YFPH mice (p25-p29) were deeply anes-
thetized with ketamine/xylazine/acepromazine (70, 3.5, and 0.7 mg/kg),
perfused with cold PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA), and
their brains were cryoprotected in 4°C PFA containing 30% sucrose.
Sagittal sections containing M1 and S1 were then cut at 15 �m on a
cryostat and stored at 4°C before staining. Slices were washed in PBS,
blocked with 10% goat serum in 0.3% Triton X-100, incubated with
monoclonal mouse IgG antibodies (NeuroMAB) against Kv1.1 (1:1000),
Kv1.2 (1:75), Kv1.3 (1:150), or Kv1.5 (1:1000) overnight at 4°C, washed
again with PBS and 0.1% Triton X-100, incubated for 1–2 h in Cascade
Blue goat anti-mouse (1:500; Invitrogen), and washed once more with
PBS before mounting with fluoromount (EMS) and coverslipping. An-
tibody dilutions were determined by staining sections with a range of
concentrations (typically 1:1000 to 1:10) and choosing the lowest dilu-
tion of each antibody that reliably stained cortical neuropil and somata.
The specificity of each antibody has been previously established through
the use of preadsorption with blocking peptide, and the absence of cross-
reactivity with other Kv1 subunits has been established in heterologous
expression systems (Rhodes et al., 1995, 1997; Bekele-Arcuri et al., 1996;
Rasband et al., 1998). Image stacks were acquired with a 100� objective
on a confocal microscope at a z-step of 0.5 �m. Cell-type-specific Kv1
subunit expression was quantified in ImageJ by averaging the immu-
nosignal subsumed by YFPH somata, and comparisons were made be-
tween M1 and S1 neurons imaged with equivalent laser power, gain, and
pinhole settings in the same cryosection to minimize intersection differ-
ences in staining intensity. Identical results were obtained when we nor-
malized the immunosignal subsumed by YFPH somata to nearby regions
of background staining (i.e., regions devoid of brightly stained cellular
processes) in the same FOV.

qPCR. Methods for tissue preparation and cell sorting were the same as
described by Sugino et al. (2006). Briefly, 400 �m coronal slices were cut
on a vibratome, incubated for 90 min in protease solution (1 mg/ml
Pronase E; Sigma-Aldrich), and M1 and S1 were dissected from the slices
under a dissecting microscope equipped with epifluorescence. Microdis-
sected tissue was triturated in artificial CSF (ACSF) containing 1% fetal
bovine serum with a series of three Pasteur pipettes of decreasing tip
diameter, and the resulting cell suspension was diluted 200� with ACSF
and deposited over a 100 mm Petri dish with Sylgard (Dow Corning)
substratum. Under visual control on a fluorescence dissecting micro-
scope, yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) expressing cells were aspirated
using a mouth pipette system, and were subjected to three successive
transfers into clean 35 mm Petri dishes containing fresh ACSF. These
transfers substantially improved sample purity. Samples (60 – 80 cells)
were then lysed in XB lysis buffer (Picopure Kit, Arcturus), incubated for
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30 min at 42°C and then stored at �20°C until further processing (which
took place within 2 weeks). mRNA samples were then reverse tran-
scribed, amplified by one round of in vitro transcription (MEGAscript
Kit; Ambion), and reverse transcribed again and used as input cDNA for
quantitative real time PCR on a Rotor-Gene 3000 (Corbett Research).
The following primers were used in the PCRs: kcna1 (forward primer:
5�-ACGGTGACATGTACCCTGTGACAA-3�, reverse primer: 5�-ACTA-
ACATGGAGCAACTGAGCCTG-3�), kcna2 (forward primer: 5�-AACCA-
TTGCCTTACCAGTCCCTGT-3�, reverse primer: 5�-GGGATCTT-
TGGACAGCTTGTCACT-3�), kcna3 (forward primer:
5�-CAGCCACTTGCACCACGAACACTA-3�).

Statistics. Statistical differences between groups were assessed using
unpaired 2-tailed Student’s t tests, while the statistical significance of
within-cell comparisons was assessed with paired 2-tailed Student’s t
tests. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to compare the anatomi-
cal distributions of YFPH and retrogradely labeled PT cells.

Results
We asked whether differences in intrinsic membrane properties
contribute to differences between cortical regions by comparing
the properties of pyramidal-tract (PT) projecting layer 5 pyrami-
dal cells in primary motor cortex (M1) to those in primary so-
matosensory cortex (S1) using an acute slice preparation from
young adult (p23-p30) mice of the Thy1-YFPH transgenic line
(Feng et al., 2000). Mice carrying the Thy1-YFPH transgene ex-
press yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) in a subset (�25%) of
thick-tufted layer 5 cortical pyramidal cells that we have previ-
ously shown to have homogeneous electrophysiological and
transcriptional properties distinct from other pyramidal cell pop-
ulations (Sugino et al., 2006). In M1 and S1, YFPH� cells can be
retrogradely labeled from the PT and neighboring pontine nuclei
(Fig. 1), indicating that they contribute to the corticospinal and
corticobulbar projections and are anatomically congruent popu-
lations. Neither the overlap between YFPH and PT populations
nor their laminar distributions were significantly different in M1
and S1 (Fig. 1, bottom panels). Several morphological parameters
of YFPH cells did not differ between M1 and S1, including apical
dendrite length (789.5 � 2.5 �m in M1 vs 798.5 � 8.2 �m in S1,
p 	 0.32), soma area (946.4 � 33.7 �m 2 in M1 vs 881.8 � 60.3
�m 2 in S1, p 	 0.36), number of apical branches (3 � 0.2 in M1
vs 3.1 � 0.3 in S1, p 	 0.77), and apical tuft width (180.2 � 9.4
�m in M1 vs 184.8 � 3.2 �m in S1, p 	 0.65). The apical dendrite
width measured 5 �m from the soma was slightly greater in S1
(5.1 � 0.3 �m) than M1 (4.01 � 0.1 �m, p 
 0.05). The equiv-
alent anatomy and morphology of YFPH/PT cells in M1 and S1,
and the relative ease with which they can be reliably targeted and
isolated for electrophysiological and molecular assays, makes
them an ideal point of comparison between cortical regions. This
is particularly true of YFPH/PT cells in M1 and S1, since these two
cortical regions differ markedly in cytoarchitecture and function
yet both project to the brainstem and spinal cord and these pro-
jections arise from YFPH/PT cells.

YFPH/PT firing type is region specific
We first compared the firing types of YFPH/PT cells in M1 to
those in S1. YFPH/PT cells in S1 always (16 of 16) discharged
nonadapting trains of action potentials, often with an initial dou-
blet (Fig. 2A), similar to what we and others have observed in
thick-tufted layer 5 cells in sensory and prefrontal cortices (Bek-
kers and Delaney, 2001; Morishima and Kawaguchi, 2006;
Sugino et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Hattox and Nelson, 2007).
Surprisingly, YFPH/PT cells in M1 exhibited a delayed first spike
followed by pronounced spike-frequency acceleration: the inter-
spike interval (ISI) decreased substantially over the course of 1 s

in response to current injections within the linear region of each
cell’s FI curve (Fig. 2A). We quantified the degree of acceleration
as the ratio of the second to last ISI in a spike train, thus yielding
values �1 for accelerating spike trains and 
1 for adapting trains.
Comparing the second rather than the first to last ISI more accu-
rately reflects the lack of adaptation in S1 cells following their
initial doublet. The ISI ratio was significantly greater in M1 (1.48)

Figure 1. YFPH cells project through the pyramidal tract (PT). Fluorescent microspheres
deposited in the pyramidal tract (top) are retrogradely transported to the somata of YFP-
expressing layer 5 pyramidal cells (middle). Within the area most densely labeled by micro-
spheres, 42.9 � 9% of YFP cells (n 	 92) and 53.6 � 11% of retrogradely labeled cells (n 	
87) are double labeled (n 	 4 FOV from 2 animals). The laminar distributions in both M1 and S1
of retrogradely labeled and YFP cells overlap, are largely confined to layer 5b, and are not
statistically different (bottom). Scale bars indicate 1 mm (top) and 25 �m (middle).
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than in S1 (0.98, p 
 0.01). Additionally, subthreshold current
injection elicited a depolarizing voltage ramp in M1 but not S1
YFPH/PT cells (Fig. 2A; ramp is quantified in supplemental Fig.
S1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). A
delayed first spike, acceleration, and subthreshold voltage ramp
were invariably observed in both YFPH (39 of 39) and retro-
gradely labeled PT-projecting (16 of 16) cells in M1, further dem-
onstrating the PT and YFPH populations overlap and that the
intrinsic membrane properties of a discrete cell type differ across
functionally distinct cortical regions (Fig. 2B,C). Both double-
labeled cells and cells labeled with either retrograde label or YFP
always expressed these properties in M1, and we never observed
acceleration in labeled cells in S1. We also found YFPH cells in
cingulate (n 	 9) and secondary visual cortex (n 	 5) to be
nonadapting, like YFPH/PT cells in S1 (data not shown). Al-
though acceleration has been previously observed in a subset of
layer 5 pyramidal cells in cat [Spain et al. (1991b), their Fig. 1B]
and adult rat (La Camera et al., 2006) sensorimotor cortex, this is
the first demonstration that a cell-type-specific firing type varies
systematically between neocortical regions.

An ID-like current mediates spike-frequency acceleration
in M1
The depolarizing current ramp evoked by subthreshold current
injection in M1 but not S1 (Fig. 2A) suggests that the biophysical
mechanisms underlying acceleration do not require spiking, and
are instead due to either the slow activation of an inward current
or the slow inactivation of an outward current that in/activates at
subthreshold membrane potentials and over hundreds of milli-

seconds. Whole-cell conductance mea-
surements made in voltage clamp in the
presence of 2 �M TTX revealed a voltage-
dependent decrease in conductance over
time (supplemental Fig. S2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial) in M1 but not S1, indicating the pres-
ence of a region-specific slowly inactivat-
ing outward current. The temporal
characteristics of the conductance de-
crease observed in M1 YFPH/PT cells,
namely inactivation over hundreds of mil-
liseconds, and the prominently delayed
first spike in M1 YFPH/PT cells, are con-
sistent with the properties of ID, a well
characterized slowly inactivating potas-
sium current thought to be mediated by
Kv1/shaker channels and sensitive to low
concentrations of 4-AP and dendrotoxin
(Storm, 1988; Wu and Barish, 1992; Brew
and Forsythe, 1995; Hopkins, 1998; Bek-
kers and Delaney, 2001; Brew et al., 2003;
Shen et al., 2004; Guan et al., 2006, 2007).
Bath application of either 100 �M 4-AP
(data not shown) or 50 –100 nM

dendrotoxin-I (DTX) blocked an ID-like
current in M1 YFPH/PT cells (9 of 9 cells)
but not those in S1 (0 of 5). This current
activated above �55 mV and contained
both rapidly (� 	 32.9 � 5.1 ms at �30
mV) and slowly (� 	 970.2 � 212.7 ms at
�30 mV) inactivating components (Fig.
3). At membrane voltages traversed by ISIs
in current clamp (�40 mV), rapid inacti-

vation occurred with � 	 59.8 � 8.4 ms and slow inactivation
occurred with � 	 997.9 � 182.2 ms. DTX also largely abolished
the whole-cell conductance decrease observed in M1 (supple-
mental Fig. S2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). Subtracting currents evoked by the same voltage pro-
tocol before and after 20 min of ACSF (without DTX) perfusion
revealed a small (�30 pA) voltage-dependent inward current,
thus ruling out the possibility that the DTX-sensitive current is
due to rundown (supplemental Fig. S3, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). These results support
the hypothesis that a DTX-sensitive slowly inactivating potas-
sium current present in M1 and absent in S1 confer a region-
specific firing type on a discrete class of layer 5 pyramidal cells.
We directly tested this hypothesis by measuring the degree of
spike-frequency acceleration in M1 YFPH/PT cells before and
after bath application of DTX (Fig. 4). 100 nM DTX significantly
reduced the ISI ratio in M1 YFPH/PT cells from 1.57 to 1.08 (n 	
8, p 
 0.01) and dramatically reduced the characteristic delay to
first spike without significantly altering resting Vm (�69.3 mV in
ACSF and �68.1 mV in DTX, p 	 0.57), RIn (97.3 M� in ACSF
and 101.8 M� in DTX, p 	 0.43), or action potential half-width
(1.01 ms in ACSF and 0.99 ms in DTX, p 	 0.61). DTX also
increased the intrinsic excitability of M1 YFPH/PT cells by de-
creasing rheobase from 367 pA to 271 pA ( p 
 0.01) and action
potential voltage threshold from �46.02 mV to �48.6 mV ( p 

0.01). Although this increase in excitability produced higher fir-
ing rates in response to the same current injection after DTX
application (Fig. 4A, leftmost and rightmost traces), spike-
frequency acceleration was absent at all firing rates in the pres-

Figure 2. The intrinsic membrane properties and firing types of PT-projecting layer 5 pyramidal cells are regionally distinct. A,
Whereas PT-projecting cells in S1 produce nonadapting trains of action potentials in response to current injection, their counter-
parts in M1 exhibit a delayed first spike and subsequent spike-frequency acceleration. Subthreshold current injection produces a
depolarizing voltage ramp in M1 but not S1. B, Population interspike interval (ISI) curves from M1 (dark gray, n	39) and S1 (light
gray, n	16). The ratio of the second to last ISI, a measure of spike-frequency adaptation, is statistically different between regions
( p 
 0.01). Envelopes indicate SEM. C, Somal locations of reconstructed accelerating (dark circles) and nonadapting cells (light
circles) with respect to cortical regional boundaries. Accelerating cells are found exclusively in M1 and on the M1/M2 border.
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ence of DTX (Fig. 4D) and its loss was
therefore not due to firing rate saturation.

Kv1.2 and Kv1.3 contribute to distinct
components of
spike-frequency acceleration
ID-like slowly inactivating potassium cur-
rents are thought to be mediated by het-
erotetramers containing Kv1.1– 6� sub-
units, and their kinetics are largely
determined by subunit stoichiometry and
modulation by Kv� subunits (Stühmer et
al., 1989; Isacoff et al., 1990; Jan and Jan,
1992; Rettig et al., 1994; Sewing et al.,
1996). DTX blocks channels containing
Kv1.1, Kv1.2, or Kv1.6 subunits. The pres-
ence of Kv1.2 and Kv1.3 subunits are par-
ticularly associated with slow inactivation
when expressed in oocytes (Po et al., 1993;
Hopkins et al., 1994; Hopkins, 1998) and
heterologous expression systems (Rup-
persberg et al., 1990; Coetzee et al., 1999),
and endogenously in neurons in slices
(Dodson et al., 2002; Shen et al., 2004;
Guan et al., 2006, 2007). We therefore
sought to determine whether Kv1.2- and
Kv1.3-containing channels contributed to
the ID-like current and unique accelerating
firing type observed in M1 YFPH/PT cells.
Bath application of the Kv1.3-specific
(Garcia-Calvo et al., 1993) toxin
r-margatoxin (MTX, 10 nM) in M1 YFPH/PT cells blocked a
rapidly activating current with a rapidly inactivating transient
component (� 	 25.2 � 6.1 ms, n 	 6), no further inactivation
over 1 s, and a voltage dependence similar to the DTX-sensitive
current (Fig. 5A). Conversely, application of the Kv1.2-specific
(Werkman et al., 1993) toxin tityustoxin (TiTX, 25 nM) revealed
the presence of a slowly inactivating (� 	 802.5 � 98 ms, n 	 4)
current lacking a transient component that also shared the volt-
age dependence of the DTX-sensitive current (Fig. 5A,B). To-
gether, these results suggest that separate populations of channels
containing Kv1.2 and Kv1.3 contribute differentially to the kinet-
ics of the DTX-sensitive current: channels with Kv1.2 but not
Kv1.3 mediate slow inactivation whereas those containing Kv1.3
but not Kv1.2 contribute a rapidly decaying transient. An impor-
tant prediction of this model is that blocking the Kv1.3-mediated
transient current with MTX should diminish the characteristic
delayed spiking in M1 YFPH/PT cells but leave acceleration un-
affected, while TiTX application should produce the opposite
effect. This was indeed the case (Fig. 5C): spike latency was re-
duced in 8 of 8 cells by 47.6% in the presence of 10 nM MTX but
was not significantly altered by 25 nM TiTX (n 	 8), while the ISI
ratio in the same cells was unaffected by MTX but was signifi-
cantly decreased by TiTX (from 1.63 in ACSF to 1.24 in TiTX, p 

0.01). These results provide strong evidence that channels con-
taining Kv1.2 and Kv1.3 mediate separate components of the
accelerating firing type observed in M1 YFPH/PT cells.

Cell-type-specific Kv1 subunit expression is
regionally distinct
If region- and cell-type-specific differences in Kv1 subunit ex-
pression are critical determinants of the distinct firing type found
in M1 YFPH/PT layer 5 pyramidal cells, there should be measur-

able differences in Kv1 protein expression and/or kcna mRNA
expression between YFPH/PT cells in M1 and those in S1. We
immunolabeled Kv1.1, Kv1.2, Kv1.3, and Kv1.5 subunits in cryo-
sections containing both M1 and S1 from Thy1-YFPH mice to
examine regional differences in Kv1 subunit expression, and used
cell-type-specific quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) to assay
mRNA levels. All four antibodies labeled somata of YFPH and
non-YFPH cells in both M1 and S1 (Fig. 6A), consistent with
previous reports demonstrating the presence of these subunits in
a number of cortical cell types and regions (Wang et al., 1994; Veh
et al., 1995; Porter et al., 1998; Guan et al., 2006). Kv1 subunits are
also found in axon terminals where they regulate synaptic trans-
mission (Wang et al., 1994), and in the axon initial segments of
cortical pyramidal cells (Kole et al., 2007; Shu et al., 2007). Re-
stricting our analysis to immunolabeled regions coextensive with
the YFP signal allowed us to examine Kv1 expression exclusively
in YFPH/PT cells. The amount of immunolabel restricted to YFP-
labeled somata was reliably and significantly greater in M1 than
in S1 for all four subunits (Fig. 6B) (n 	 2 cryosections, �3 FOV
each). Interestingly, kcna1–3 transcripts were not significantly
enriched in YFPH neurons sorted from M1 compared with S1
(Fig. 6B), suggesting that region-specific Kv1 subunit expression
may be mediated by a posttranscriptional mechanism.

Expression of a DTX-sensitive current endows M1 YFPH/PT
neurons with intrinsic short-term memory
The initial characterization of ID by Storm (1988) in hippocam-
pal pyramidal cells demonstrated that its slow inactivation and
voltage-dependent deinactivation bestow a form of cellular
short-term memory on cells that express it, such that prolonged
depolarization or rapidly delivered depolarizing stimuli alter cel-
lular excitability and integration over hundreds of milliseconds.

Figure 3. A DTX-sensitive slowly inactivating outward current is present in M1 but not S1. Bath application of 50 nM DTX-I
blocks a slowly inactivating outward current similar to ID in M1 but not S1. A, Whole-cell current traces elicited by the voltage
commands in B, before and after application of 50 nM DTX-I. C, Slowly inactivating DTX-sensitive current obtained from M1 (n 	
9) and S1 (n 	 5) YFPH/PT cells. The current contains both a transient and a slow component, and inactivates with time constants
of 33 ms (transient) and 970 ms (slow) at �30 mV. D, Population IV curve for the DTX-sensitive current obtained from M1 cells.
Note that the current activates at membrane voltages positive to �55 mV. Error bars here and in other figures indicate SEM unless
otherwise noted.
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Similar properties have been observed in ID-expressing neocorti-
cal interneurons (Porter et al., 1998) and when slowly inactivat-
ing outward currents with the same kinetics and voltage depen-
dence as ID are introduced into lobster stomatogastric neurons

via dynamic clamp (Turrigiano et al.,
1996). We therefore asked whether the
presence of an ID-like current in M1
YFPH/PT cells endowed them with a form
of intrinsic short-term memory by inject-
ing a series of 1 s suprathreshold stimuli
separated by interstimulus intervals rang-
ing from 50 to 1000 ms, and compared the
ISI ratio of the response to each stimulus in
a train (Fig. 7). Although the first stimulus
in a train always evoked an accelerating
firing pattern preceded by a delayed first
spike, stimuli separated by 
250 ms pro-
duced consecutively less acceleration. In
fact, the fifth stimulus in a train with 50 ms
interstimulus intervals evoked a com-
pletely nonadapting spike train reminis-
cent of those observed in S1 YFPH/PT cells
[Fig. 7B (right panel), D (bottom right);
compare with Fig. 2B]. Importantly, the
time course of this effect parallels the dein-
activation kinetics of the DTX-sensitive
current in these cells (supplemental Fig.
S4, available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material), indicating that an im-
portant component of the dynamic inte-
grative properties of M1 YFPH/PT
pyramidal cells are primarily mediated by
the presence and deinactivation kinetics of
an ID-like current.

Discussion
We tested whether the intrinsic membrane
properties of an identified and discrete cell
type vary between neighboring but func-
tionally distinct neocortical regions by di-
rectly comparing YFPH/PT layer 5 pyra-
midal cells in primary motor and primary
somatosensory cortices. Our results reveal
the presence of an “accelerating” firing
type specific to YFPH/PT cells in M1 that is
mediated by region- and cell-type-specific
Kv1 subunit expression, and demonstrate
for the first time that the intrinsic mem-
brane properties of a discrete neocortical
cell type can be region specific.

Importantly, we find that accelerating
YFPH/PT cells are restricted to motor cor-
tex: the same cells are uniformly non-
adapting despite being anatomically iden-
tical in somatosensory and cingulate
cortices. Unlike morphological differences
between cortical areas, which tend to fol-
low a clear rostrocaudal gradient (Elston,
2000, 2002; Benavides-Piccione et al.,
2002; Elston and DeFelipe, 2002), the pres-
ence of accelerating cells in motor cortex
but not in immediately anterior or poste-
rior cortical areas indicates that this prop-
erty does not vary in a gradient across cor-

tex but instead reflects a unique specialization that is likely
important for the functionality of motor cortex.

Spike-frequency acceleration has been previously observed in

Figure 4. Spike-frequency acceleration is DTX sensitive. Application of 100 nM DTX-I profoundly and significantly ( p 
 0.01,
n 	 8) attenuates spike-frequency acceleration in M1 PT-projecting cells. A, Voltage traces elicited by 380 pA current injection in
the absence and presence of 100 nM DTX-I (leftmost and rightmost traces), and by a 280 pA injection in DTX that evokes a firing rate
equivalent to the 380 pA injection in ACSF. B, Population ISI curves ACSF (dark gray) and DTX (light gray). C, Effects of DTX on ISI
ratio, rheobase, and action potential voltage threshold. DTX abolished acceleration and increased excitability. D, The relationship
between ISI ratio and firing rate before and after DTX application, indicating that the effect of DTX on acceleration occurs at all
firing rates tested.

Figure 5. MTX- and TiTX-sensitive currents contribute to distinct features of M1 cells’ firing type. A, MTX (10 nM)- and TiTX (25
nM)- sensitive currents in M1 PT-projecting cells. Whole-cell current was measured in voltage clamp by stepping to holding
potentials between �70 and �30 mV from �80 mV, and the drug-sensitive currents were obtained by subtraction. The
MTX-sensitive current includes a transient component that decays rapidly, with no further inactivation, whereas the TiTX-
sensitive current decays slowly. B, Population IV curves for the MTX-sensitive current (left, n 	 9) and TiTX-sensitive current
(right, n 	 10). Error bars indicate SEM. C, MTX but not TiTX significantly ( p 
 0.01) decreases the latency to first spike (top
graph), whereas TiTX but not MTX significantly ( p 
 0.01) attenuates spike-frequency acceleration (bottom graph). Error bars
indicate SEM.
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Figure 6. Regional cell-type-specific differences in Kv1 subunit expression parallel differences in firing type. M1 YFPH/PT pyramidal cells express significantly more Kv1 protein than their
counterparts in S1. A, Confocal z-projections of YFPH layer 5 pyramidal cells (left columns) and Kv1 immunocytochemistry (ICC, right columns) in the same field of view (FOV). Scale bars: 15 �m for
Kv1.1 and Kv1.5, and 25 �m for Kv1.2 and Kv1.3. B, Expression of Kv1.1, Kv1.2, Kv1.3, and Kv1.5 in M1 and S1 YFPH pyramidal cells. Subunit expression was quantified (left graph) by averaging the
Kv1 immunosignal subsumed by YFP-labeled somata throughout the imaged volume and normalizing to S1 expression. Expression of all three subunits is significantly higher in M1 than in S1 ( p 

0.001 for Kv1.1 and Kv1.3, and p 
 0.01 for Kv1.2 and Kv1.5). Sample sizes for each condition are above each bar. qPCR quantification (right graph) of kcna1, kcna2, and kcna3 mRNA harvested from
three samples of 60 – 80 acutely dissociated YFPH cells from M1 and S1 reveals no significant regional differences, suggesting that region-specific Kv1 subunit expression is regulated posttranscrip-
tionally. Bars represent average expression normalized to the S1 expression of each transcript.
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a handful of predominantly motor and premotor structures. Un-
like YFPH/PT cells, which accelerate over the linear portion of
their FI curve, neurons in the subthalamic nucleus accelerate only
at high firing rates due to a combination of high-voltage activated
calcium, persistent sodium, and calcium-dependent potassium
currents (Bevan and Wilson, 1999; Wilson et al., 2004). In the
dorsal horn, spike-frequency acceleration similar to that ob-
served here is mediated by Kir3 channels linked to GABAB and
metabotropic glutamate receptors (Derjean et al., 2003). In this
system, modulation of acceleration rapidly switches the network
between gating and amplifying modes. This suggests that spike-
frequency acceleration may be crucially involved in generating
certain circuit dynamics, and raises the intriguing possibility that
cell types in different motor structures have evolved this property
separately and express it by different means.

In the neocortex, spike-frequency acceleration has been occa-
sionally reported in subpopulations of pyramidal cells from ro-
dent (La Camera et al., 2006) and cat (Spain et al., 1991a,b) “sen-
sorimotor” cortex, and in neocortical vasoactive intestinal
peptide (VIP)-positive irregular-spiking interneurons (Porter et
al., 1998), although ours is the first description of the mechanism

and regional specificity of acceleration in identified cortical py-
ramidal cells. As in YFPH/PT cells, acceleration in neocortical
VIP-positive interneurons is mediated by a DTX-sensitive cur-
rent, albeit one with slower inactivation kinetics (Porter et al.,
1998). Interestingly, Cheney and Fetz (1980) reported a popula-
tion of PT-projecting neurons in monkey motor cortex that ex-
hibited accelerating “warm up firing” during a motor task, sug-
gesting that this firing property is present in vivo and is engaged
during behavior.

Anions in the pipette solution can modulate intrinsic mem-
brane properties (Schwindt et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 1994). Glu-
conate is known to inhibit the slow-afterhyperpolarization
(sAHP) in hippocampal neurons, and methylsulfate reduces the
postspike afterdepolarization (ADP) and increases RIn (Kaczo-
rowski et al., 2007). Many cell types exhibit less spike-frequency
adaptation when dialyzed with gluconate, presumably due to in-
hibition of the sAHP and preservation of the ADP. Although layer
5 pyramids express relatively small sAHPs (Schwindt et al., 1988;
Villalobos et al., 2004), it is possible that regional differences in
currents sensitive to intracellular gluconate may contribute to
regional differences in firing type measured with whole-cell patch

Figure 7. ID inactivation kinetics confer a form of intrinsic short-term memory on M1 PT-projecting layer 5 pyramidal cells. The presence and inactivation kinetics of a DTX-sensitive current in M1
PT-projecting cells renders their firing type sensitive to recent depolarization. Stimuli preceded by hyperpolarized epochs elicit accelerating spike trains whereas stimuli that arrive within 250 ms of
a depolarizing stimulus elicit nonadapting spike trains. A, Interspike-interval (ISI) curves (left) computed from the first and fifth epochs of 1 s stimuli delivered 500 ms apart, and an example spike
train (right) generated by the same stimulus. Note that cells discharge accelerating spike trains for both the first and last stimuli. B, ISI curves and a spike train acquired from the same cells as in A
but with stimuli separated by 50 ms. Note that although the first stimulus elicits an accelerating spike train, the response to the fifth stimulus is nonadapting, and that the membrane potential
returns to �70 mV between stimuli. C, Adaptation (expressed as the ratio of the second to last ISI) as a function of interstimulus interval. Open circles indicate the ISI ratio in response to the first
stimulus and closed circles indicate responses to the fifth. Differences in spike-frequency acceleration between the first and last stimuli are statistically significant ( p 
 0.01, n 	 5) at interstimulus
intervals shorter than 250 ms, indicating that the firing type of PT-projecting pyramidal cells in M1 is highly sensitive to recent activity. D, Spiking responses to individual first and last stimuli at 500
ms (top) and 50 ms (bottom) ISI at an expanded time scale.
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clamp. However our toxin results, as well as earlier reports of
accelerating “warm-up” firing obtained from layer 5 pyramidal
cells with sharp electrodes that do not replace intracellular anions
(Spain et al., 1991a,b) suggest that acceleration is not an artifact of
gluconate dialysis.

Many cell types, including cortical pyramidal cells (Bekkers
and Delaney, 2001; Guan et al., 2006, 2007; Kole et al., 2007; Shu
et al., 2007), striatal medium spiny cells (Shen et al., 2004), and
neurons in the auditory periphery and brainstem (Brew and For-
sythe, 1995; Adamson et al., 2002; Dodson et al., 2002; Mo et al.,
2002; Brew et al., 2003) are known to express potassium currents
mediated by Kv1 channels. In some cases, and in agreement with
our results, different Kv1 heteromers regulate different compo-
nents of a neuron’s firing type (Dodson et al., 2002). Foehring
and colleagues have demonstrated that layer 2/3 cortical pyrami-
dal cells express a variety of Kv1 heteromers with distinct kinetics
that regulate excitability and action potential width (Guan et al.,
2006, 2007). In these cells, dendrotoxin increases excitability but
leaves the firing type unaffected, which in concert with the results
presented here indicates that even among cortical pyramidal cells
the role of Kv1 channels is cell type specific. Recently, combined
somatic and axonal recordings from prefrontal and somatosen-
sory neocortical pyramidal cells have provided compelling evi-
dence that axonal Kv1 channels strongly influence both the ac-
tion potential waveform and synaptic strength, and allow
subthreshold somatic voltage changes to dynamically alter axonal
action potential kinetics (Kole et al., 2007; Shu et al., 2007). To-
gether with our finding that a Kv1-mediated slowly inactivating
potassium current renders the firing type of layer 5 YFPH/PT
cells sensitive to recent input, these results support the idea that
Kv1 channels are crucial determinants of neocortical neuronal
integrative properties. Since Kv1 current magnitude (Bowlby et
al., 1997; Fadool and Levitan, 1998) and biophysical properties
(Manganas and Trimmer, 2000; Finnegan et al., 2006) are subject
to several known forms of rapid modulation, they are ideally
suited to provide a means of adjusting neocortical dynamics on
time scales of hundreds of milliseconds.

It remains possible that regional differences in subcellular Kv1
localization rather than absolute expression contribute to the re-
gional difference in firing type. Dendritic Kv1 expression, for
example, would produce smaller and distorted somatic currents
due to dendritic filtering and the inability of a somatic voltage
clamp to maintain voltage control over the dendrites of large
cells. Our immunohistochemistry indicates, however, that Kv1
subunits are expressed in the same subcellular compartments in
M1 and S1 (Fig. 6), and it is therefore unlikely that dramatic
regional differences in Kv1 localization account for regionally
restricted spike-frequency acceleration. Moreover, the somatic
and perisomatic localization of Kv1 subunits in M1 and S1 ren-
ders them unlikely to escape the voltage clamp imposed by a
somatic electrode and less subject to dendritic filtering (Williams
and Mitchell, 2008).

Slowly inactivating ID-like potassium currents are present in a
number of cell types throughout the mammalian brain and in
many cases confer important functional properties on cells that
express them. In the auditory system, ID allows both peripheral
(Adamson et al., 2002; Mo et al., 2002) and central neurons (Brew
and Forsythe, 1995; Brew et al., 2003) to preserve a stimulus’
temporal information by preventing tonic firing. Storm’s initial
characterization of ID in hippocampal pyramidal cells empha-
sized the form of intrinsic short-term memory that results from
its deinactivation kinetics (Storm, 1988), and we also observed
this property. Because ID is activated at depolarized membrane

voltages, inactivates over hundreds of milliseconds, and only
deinactivates if hyperpolarized for another several hundred mil-
liseconds, it is tempting to speculate that its influence on M1
YFPH/PT integrative properties will be most profound during
transitions from the “down” state to the “up” state (Steriade et al.,
1993; Cowan and Wilson, 1994; Sanchez-Vives and McCormick,
2000; Haider et al., 2006). Specifically, periods of sparse excita-
tion or inhibition lasting longer than 500 ms would allow dein-
activation of ID and render YFPH/PT cells less responsive to tran-
sient stimuli but capable of amplifying sustained input over time,
whereas more frequent bouts of sustained excitation would pro-
mote ID inactivation, increase the excitability of YFPH/PT cells,
and produce a more linear transformation of synaptic activity
over time.

Spike-frequency adaptation implements a form of gain con-
trol that may be important for regulating runaway excitation in
recurrently connected structures like the neocortex (Douglas et
al., 1995). Conversely, spike-frequency acceleration may tran-
siently enhance the gain with which active groups of motor cor-
tical neurons respond to their inputs. Interestingly, recordings
from motor cortex in behaving monkeys reveal that, in �20% of
units, firing rate increases over hundreds of milliseconds and is
related superlinearly to movement trajectory (Paninski et al.,
2004) in a manner very reminiscent of the spike-frequency accel-
eration that we observe in �20% of M1 layer V pyramidal cells. It
is tempting to speculate that this activity is generated by the same
population of PT-projecting units that exhibit “warm-up firing”
(Cheney and Fetz, 1980), and the acceleration described here is
well suited to account for the superlinear gain increase with time
observed in vivo. More generally, spike-frequency acceleration
might act to increase correlations among synaptically coupled
populations and thereby provide a substrate for a “winner-take-
all” mechanism for motor program selection, since simulation
studies indicate that the opposite process, spike-frequency adap-
tation, implements a form of decorrelation (Wang et al., 2003).

It is increasingly clear that neocortical microcircuitry is com-
posed of diverse cell types whose properties vary both across
cortical laminae and even between cells of the same lamina with
different projection targets (Hattox and Nelson, 2007). The ex-
tent to which basic features of cortical organization are conserved
across cortical areas, however, remains a matter of debate. Our
discovery that spike-frequency acceleration is specific to a dis-
crete population of layer 5 pyramidal cells and is further re-
stricted to a particular cortical region provides important insight
into this issue by establishing that features as basic as neuronal
intrinsic membrane properties can be region specific, and thus
supports the view that regional specialization of circuitry contrib-
utes to regional specialization of function.
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